
CRITICAL THINKING UNDERSTANDING NATURAL SELECTION ANSWERS

encourages critical thinking, even though the National. Science Education Standards . assumptions about the theory,
then develop a new understand-. ing based on scientific method is similar to the process of natural selection. itself. .
Students who gave this answer were much more likely to. indicate.

Thinking critically allows you to The finches likely shared a common ancestor when they came to the island,
but exhibited different traits. Related searches for critical thinking understanding nat Allopatric speciation is
more common because it prevents gene flow between the species. Critical thinking is the heart of well If a
population stopped reproducing sexually, but still reproduced asexually, how would its genetic variation be
affected over time? An example of convergent evolution is the development of the same function, swimming,
in organisms that live in different parts of the globe, such as Arctic beluga whales and Antarctic right whales.
How does the scientific meaning of theory differ from the common vernacular meaning? After a student has
been introduced to the concept of natural selection and given information about stabilizing selection ,
disruptive selection , and directional selection , a good teacher will check for understanding. Heather Scoville
is a high school science teacher and writes science curriculum for online science courses. The finches likely
originated as one parent species, but over time mutations caused them to develop reproductive barriers and
separate into different species. Why Teach Evolution? However, having only one copy of the mutation
provides malaria resistance. In the study of evolution, the species is the unit over which change is measured.
However, sometimes it is hard to come up with well constructed critical thinking questions that apply to the
Theory of Evolution. Both models apply only to island chains. What would this do to the gene pool and allele
frequency for the population of birds? The number of interbreeding events per year for the two groups of
flowers is shown in the graph below. Each species of finch settled the island where its particular traits would
be the most adaptive. Which type of speciation, allopatric or sympatric, is more common? Prezygotic and
postzygotic barriers prevent migration of the two species, causing them to remain in contact with each other
and begin to interbreed. To have sickle cell anemia, an individual must inherit two copies of this mutation.
Formulate your argument, including backing evidence, for which of the three types of natural selection the
birds will likely undergo and debate and defend your thoughts with a classmate. An example of convergent
evolution is the development of an ancestral structure, a limb, into two different modern structures, such as a
hand and a flipper. Therefore it is important to know which groups are distinct species. Critical Thinking -
Definition and Examples Critical thinking is the process of independently analyzing, Theories that have
withstood a larger amount of criticism are more credible than those that are accepted easily The theory of
evolution has its foundation in both biological and geological observations, making it a more credible theory
because it can explain more about the world The theory of evolution relies on the heritability of traits, but the
mechanism of this inheritance was not understood when the theory was developed. When the theory of
evolution was first proposed, it met with a lot of criticism and disbelief, but it is widely supported today.
Promoting the art of critical thinking by exposing people to the simple beauty of science. Predict how this
mutation would affect the reproductive potential of humans in countries with endemic malaria. A scientific
theory is a thoroughly tested set of explanations for a body of observations of nature, while people often use it
to mean a guess or speculation. It is in the totality of this intellectually rigorous atmosphere that natural
Choose one of the given other species and explain what sort of natural selection they may undergo because of
this sudden immigration of small birds to the island. Updated February 19, One important thing for teachers to
do after introducing a new concept is to check for complete student understanding of the main ideas. PDF
syvuhsd. Note again that variation in a trait is the critical raw This fact was key to his understanding of the
process of natural selection Goals of critical thinking. Prezygotic and postzygotic barriers are present only in
newly formed species, allowing scientists to identify the time of divergence of the species. Critical Thinking
Questions  One type of somewhat informal assessment of students is a quick worksheet or questions that
introduce a scenario to which they should be able to apply their knowledge to come up with a prediction or a
solution to a problem. They also must be able to use the new knowledge and apply it to other situations if a
deep and lasting connection of other scientific and evolution concepts is to be obtained.


